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Abstract 
A hexagonal system is a finite a-connected plane graph in which every interior face is 
bounded by a regular hexagon. A coronoid system is obtained from a hexagonal system by 
deleting some interior vertices and/or interior edges such that a unique interior face which is 
bounded by a polygon with more than six edges emerges, and each edge on the outer perimeter 
belongs to a hexagon. In this paper, a necessary and sufficient condition is given for a coronoid 
system to have perfect matchings. Moreover, a criterion is established for those coronoid 
systems with perfect matchings that posses ome edges which do not belong to any perfect 
matching. 
1. Introduction 
A hexagonal system (HS) [12], also called benzenoid system [S], honeycomb 
system and hexagonal animal [7], is a finite 2-connected plane graph in which every 
interior face is bounded by a regular hexagon. Hence all the hexagons of a HS H are 
congruent. A coronoid system (CS) G is obtained from a HS H by deleting some 
interior vertices and/or some interior edges such that a unique interior face bounded 
by a polygon with more than six edges emerges, and each edge on the outer perimeter 
belongs to a hexagon. The graph shown in Fig. l(a) is a CS, the corresponding HS 
from which it is obtained is depicted in Fig. l(b). Fig. l(c) shows a graph which is not 
a CS since it has five edges on the outer perimeter not belonging to any of its hexagon. 
A polyhex graph is either a HS or a CS [2]. A perfect matching of a graph G is an 
independent edge set of G such that every vertex of G is incident with an edge in the 
set. A perfect matching of a polyhex graph is also called a KekulC structure by 
chemists [2, 51. As pointed out by chemists [3], it is of chemical relevance to decide 
whether or not a given polyhex graph has a perfect matching since a polyhex graph is 
the skeleton of a benzenoid hydrocarbon molecule or a coronoid hydrocarbon 
molecule if and only if it has a perfect matching. Since a polyhex graph is a bipartite 
graph, criteria for the existence of perfect matchings in bipartite graphs (cf. [6,9]) can 
be used to decide whether or not a given polyhex graph has a perfect matching. 
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Taking into account the speciality of polyhex graphs, it is natural to find better criteria 
for polyhex graphs which do not apply to general bipartite graphs not being polyhex 
graphs. In fact, the existence of perfect matchings in a HS has been intensively studied 
and many results have been reported [4, 10,12,14, 151. But all the known results were 
restricted to HSs, not any criterion for a CS to have perfect matchings has been 
reported. In this paper we will fill this gap. We give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a CS to have perfect matchings. 
Among the polyhex graphs with perfect matchings it may happen that some edges 
of a polyhex graph belong to all the perfect matchings of the polyhex graph, or do not 
belong to any perfect matching of the polyhex graph. These edges are said to be fixed 
double bonds and fixed single bonds, respectively [l]. A fixed bond is either a fixed 
double bond or a fixed single bond. A polyhex graph with perfect matchings is said to 
be essentially disconnected (ED) if it possesses some fixed bonds. The existence of ED 
polyhex graphs has proved to be very useful in certain enumeration techniques of 
perfect matchings [3]. Many criteria have been given to recognize ED HSs 
[l, 8, 11,133. Only one necessary and sufficient condition for a CS to be ED is 
reported in [16]. But this criterion does not shed any light on how to find fixed bonds 
in a ED CS. In this paper we give a structural characterization which amounts to be 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a CS to be ED. 
2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a CS to have perfect matchings 
In the following we use C(o) and C(i) to denote the outer perimeter and the inner 
perimeter of a CS G. 
Definition 2.1. A straight line segment PIPZ is called an elementary cut segment of 
a CS G if: 
(1) each of Pr and P2 is the centre of an edge lying on C(o) or C(i); 
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(2) PI P2 is orthogonal to one of the three edge directions; 
(3) any point of PI Pz is either an interior or a boundary point of some hexagon of G. 
The set of all edges intersected by an elementary cut segment PI Pz is called an 
elementary cut realized by PI Pz. 
Definition 2.2. A broken line segment PI Pz P3 is called a generalized cut segment of 
a CS G if 
(1) each of P, and P3 is the centre of an edge lying on C(o) or C(i), and Pz is the 
centre of a hexagon of G: 
(2) PI P2 is orthogonal to one of the three edge directions, PI P2 and P2P3 form an 
angle of X/3; 
(3) any point of P1PzP3 is either an interior or a boundary point of some hexagon 
of G. 
The set of all edges intersected by a generalized cut segment PI PzP3 is called 
a generalized cut realized by PI Pz P3. 
Definition 2.3. A special edge cut (SE-cut) is either an elementary cut realized by an 
elementary cut segment or a generalized cut realized by a generalized cut segment. 
By the above definitions it is easy to see that for a CS G each SE-cut C has exactly 
two edges on C(o) or C(i). If these two edges are simultaneously on C(o) or C(i), C is 
said to be a SE-cut of type I, otherwise C is said to be a SE-cut of type II. For example, 
for the CS G depicted in Fig. 2 the SE-cut realized by PIP2 is of type I, while the other 
SE-cuts, realized by PlaP2,, or by PlbPZb, or by PlcP2cP3c are of type II. 
In the following we make the convention that the vertices of a CS G in question 
have been coloured black and white such that the end vertices of any edge have 
different colours. Let C be a SE-cut of G. By G - C we denote the subgraph obtained 
from G by deleting all the edges of C. Evidently, G - C is connected if C is of type II; 
and G - C has two components if C is of type I. Let Ci, C2 be two disjoint SE-cuts of 
type II. Then G - C1 - C2 has two components (cf. Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. 
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Definition 2.4. Let C1 and CZ be two disjoint SE-cuts of type II, {C,, C,} is said to be 
a standard combination of type II if the end vertices of the edges of C1 and C2 have the 
same colour when they lie in the same component of G - C1 - CZ. 
In Fig. 2 let C1 be the SE-cut realized by PlaPZa, C2 be the SE-cut realized by 
PlbPZb, and C3 be the SE-cut realized by PlcP2cP3c. Then {C,, C,} and {C,, C,} are 
standard combinations of type II, while {C,, C,} is not a standard combination. 
For any set S of vertices in G, we define the neighbour set of S in G to be the set of all 
vertices adjacent to vertices in S; and this set is denoted by N(S). For a graph H in 
which vertices are coloured black and white, denote by B(H) and W(H) the set of 
black vertices and the set of white vertices, respectively. For a set S of vertices in G, the 
subgraph of G whose vertex set is S and whose edge set is the set of those edges of 
G that have both ends in S is called the subgraph of G induced by S, and is denoted by 
(0. 
Let C be a SE-cut of type I, { C1, C,} be a standard combination of type II. Denote 
by G1 and Gz the two components of G - C or G - C1 - CZ. It is not difficult to see 
that G1 and Gz can be expressed as: G1 = (X1uN(X,)), Gz = (X,uN(X2)), where 
X1uN(XZ) = W(G) and X*uN(X,) = B(G), or XLuN(XZ) = E(G) and 
X2uN(X1) = W(G). Let US put D(GJ = IN( - IXiI for i = 1,2. Evidently, for 
a CS G with IB(G)I = (W(G)(, we have D(G,) = D(G,). In this case, we put 
D(C) = D(G,) = D(G,), or D(C1, C,) = D(G,) = D(Gz). 
The following theorem due to Hall [4] is useful in the proof of our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition (X, Y ). Then G has a matching 
that saturates every vertex in X if and only iflN(S)l 2 ISI for all S c X, where N(S) is 
the neighbour set of S in G. 
We are now in the position to give our main result. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a CS. Then G has a perfect matching if and only i$ 
(1) IW(G)l = INW, 
(2) D(C) > 0 for every SE-cut C of type I: and D(C1, C,) 2 0 for every standard 
combination (C,, C,} of type II. 
Proof. Necessity: Suppose that G has a perfect matching. Since G is bipartite, condi- 
tion (1) holds. Let G1 be one of the two components of G - C, where C is a SE-cut of 
type I. Let us put G1 = (X1uN(X,)). Since G is a bipartite graph with bipartition 
(W(G), B(G)), and X1 c W(G) or X1 c B(G), by Theorem 2.5 IN( 2 IX1 1. Hence 
D(G) = D(G,) = IN( - [XII > 0. The same is true for D(C1, C,), according to 
the same reasoning, when (C,, C,) is a standard combination of type II. 
Suficiency: It suffices to prove that if G has no perfect matching and condition (1) 
holds, then there exists a SE-cut C of type I satisfying D(C) < 0, or a standard 
combination (C,, C,} of type II satisfying D(C1, C,) < 0. 
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Since G has no perfect matching, by Theorem 2.5 there exists a subset S c B(G) or 
c W(G) such that ISI > IN(S Let G’ = (SUN(S)). Denote by @ = G - G’ the 
subgraph of G obtained by deleting all the vertices of G’ together with their incident 
edges. We claim that there is an S c B(G) or c W(G) satisfying ISI > IN(S)1 such that 
both G’ and ?? are connected. Suppose that G’ is not connected and has t components 
G;, . . . ,G; (t 2 2). Then we have G: = (SiUN(Si)), i = 1, . . . , t; where 
s = s,uszu ... us,, SinSj = 8 for i fj; and N(S) = N(S,)UN(S~)U ... UN($), 
N(Si)nN(Sj) = 8 for i #j. Since ISI > IN(S there is at least one set Si (1 < i < t) 
such that ISil > IN(S We replace S by Si and ensure that the induced subgraph 
(SiUN(Si)) is connected. Now, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
G’ is connected. If G’ is also connected, there is nothing to prove. If @ is not 
-7 connected, ?? has h ( B 2) components G 1, . . . ,G. We can put ?? = (TuN(T)), 
q= (TjUN(Tj)), j= l,...,h, where T= T~u*..uT,,, N(T)=N(T,)u 
. . . uN(T& Tin Tj = 0 and N(Ti)nN(Tj) = 0 for i # j. By our assumption condi- 
tion (1) holds, hence ISI + IN( = IN(S)1 + (TI. Since (SI > IN(S we have 
ITI > IN(T i.e. & ITjl > Cj IN(T Therefore, there is at least one set Tj(1 <j < h) 
such that ITjl > IN(T It is evident that both (TjUN(Tj)) and 
G - (TjUN(Tj)) = G’u(T,uN(T,))u ‘.. U(Tj_lUN(Tj_l))U(Tj+,u 
N(Tj+,))u ... u(T,uN(T,)) are connected. Then Tj is a set S which has the 
required properties. 
We have shown that there is an S c B(G) or S c W(G) with ISI > IN(S)1 such that 
both G’ = (SUN(S)) and ?? = G - G’ are connected. Now we prove that G’ has 
some edges lying on C(o) or C(i) of G. Let ni(S), i = 2,3 denote the number of vertices 
of S with valency i in G. Evidently, each vertex in S has the same valency in G’ as in G. 
Let E(G’) be the edge set of G’. Then we have 34(S) + 2nz(S) = JE(G’)I < 
3lN(S)I < 3lS( = 3&(S) + +(S)). Hence Q(S) > 0. This implies that S has some 
vertices of valency 2 in G. These vertices must lie together with their incident edges on 
C(o) or C(i) of G. Therefore, G’ has some edges lying on C(o) or C(i) of G. According 
to the same reasoning, ?? also has some edges lying on C(o) or C(i) of G. 
Denote by (G’, F) the set of edges of G in which each edge has one end vertex in G’ 
and the other end vertex in F. Then (G’, G’) is an edge cut of G, and the end vertices of 
the edges in (G’, G’) have the same colour when they belong to the same component of 
G - (G’, F), i.e. G’ or c. Suppose that J is a Jordan curve in the plane separating G 
from c. Then J must intersect all the edges in (G’, G’). Let J intersect each edge in 
(G’, G’) at the midpoint of the edge, and turn at the centre of a hexagon of G. Since the 
end vertices of the edges in (G’, G’) have the same colour when they lie in the same 
component G’ or c;, at each turning point of J the angle must be 60” or 300”. If 
(G’,G’) does not contain any edge on C(o) or C(i) of G, J does not traverse C(o) or 
C(i) of G. Hence C(o) is contained in G’ and C(i) is contained in G’, or vice versa since 
both G’ and ?? have some edges lying on C(o) or C(i) of G as mentioned above. Now 
we start from S, delete some vertices in S (cf. the vertices 1,2, . . . ,n found within 
a trapezoid in the diagram depicted in Fig. 3) to get a new S* such that the 
corresponding new Jordan curve J* intersects some edges of C(i) of G; then S* 
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Fig. 3. 
maintains the properties of S, i.e. (S*( > (N(S*)(, while both G*’ = (S*uN(S*)) and 
F = G - G*’ are connected, and (G*‘, G*‘) contains some edges on C(i) of G. 
Before continuing, we introduce some symbols: 
A = {G’I G’ = <SUN(S)) such that S c B(G) or S c W(G), JSJ > IN(S 
both G’ and g = G - G’ are connected, (G’, ??) has some edges on C(o) 
or C(41, 
tl = min{D(G’) = IN(S)1 - (SI I G’EA), 
A, = {G’I G’e.4, D(G’) = ~11, 
j3 = max{( V(G’)( ) G’EA,), 
A, = {G’lGkA,,( V(G’)( = p). 
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Let G’ E A,. Any Jordan curve J in the plane which separates G’ from G’ must 
traverse at least one of the two perimeters C(o) and C(i) meeting each perimeter in 
either none or precisely two edges. Now assume that the edges in (G’, G’) are met by 
J in the cyclic order el , e2, . . . , e,. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that we 
have one of the following two cases. 
Case 1: ei and e, lie simultaneously on C(o) or C(i) of G, and no other edge of 
(G, G’) lies on C(o) or C(i) of G. 
Case 2: e, and e, lie on C(o) and for some r (2 < Y < n), e,_ 1 and e, lie on C(i), and 
no other edge of (G’, G’) lies on C(o) or C(i) of G. 
First we consider Case 1. 
Subcase 1.1: er and e, lie on C(o) of G. If e,, e2, . . . ,e, are parallel, then 
C = {ei, e2, . . . , e,> is realized by an elementary cut segment, and is a SE-cut of type 
I satisfying D(C) = D(G’) = IN(S)1 - (Sl < 0. Hence C is a SE-cut having the required 
property mentioned at the beginning of the proof of sufficiency. Now suppose that 
el, . . . , e, _ 1 and e, (m < n) are parallel, but e, + 1 is not parallel to them. Bear in mind 
that the end vertices of ei, i = 1, . . . , n have the same colour when they belong to the 
same component G’ or ??. Hence e,, , = eT ore,,, = er (see Fig. 4). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that e, + I = e:. If e, + 1, . . . , e, _ 1 and e, are parallel, then it 
is evident that C = {ei, . . . ,e,, e,+i, . . . , e,} is a SE-cut of type I realized by a general- 
ized cut segment, and satisfies D(C) = D(G) = IN(S)1 - lS( < 0. Now suppose that 
e m+l,.“, e,+,- 1 and em+, are parallel, but e, + f+ 1 is not parallel to them. We need to 
consider two possibilities. 
Subcase 1.1.1: e,+,+l = e; (see Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4 
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If edge blwl EG’, then edge b:w:EG’ (see Fig. 4) Let S* = Su{b?}, then 
I( N(S*) = N(S)u{wT>. Let G” = <S*urV(S*)). If G = G - G” is connected, G”E A. 
Furthermore, G”EA, since D(W) = D(G’) = a. But lV(G”)j = IV(G’)l + 2 = 
/I + 2 > p, contradicting the selection of B. Therefore, P is disconnected. This implies 
that wf is on C(o) or C(i) of G. Since e, and e, are on C(o) of G by our assumption, C(i) - 
must entirely belong to G’ or c. If wf is on C(i), G” = G - G” = G’ - {b:, WY} will 
I( not be disconnected. Hence wr is on C(o) of G. Let the component of G connected to 
el,...,e,-l be G; = (T,uN(T,)). We claim that IT11 > IN(T Otherwise, 
let S** = SuN(Tl)u{b~) (cf. Fig. 4). Then N(S**) = N(S)uTlu{w:}. Let 
G’* = (S**UN(S**)). It is not difficult to see that G’*EA. But 
D(G’*) = D(G’) + (IT,1 - IN(T, If ITi1 < IN(T then D(G’*) < D(G), contra- 
dicting D(G) = ~1. Hence IT11 = IN(T This implies that D(G’*) = D(G’) = a. 
Therefore, G’* E A,. But IV@‘*)\ > jY(G’)\ = 8, a g ain a contradiction. Consequently, 
we have IT11 > IN(T Now let C = {el, ...,e,_l,e*} (see Fig. 4). C is a SE-cut of 
type I realized by a generalized cut segment and has the required property that 
II D(C) < 0 (note that D(C) = D(G,) = IN( - IT1 I). 
If edge blwl EC, analogous reasoning as above shows that {b,, wl} is a vertex cut 
of G’, and bL is on C(o) of G. We consider the following two subcases. 
Subcase 1.1.1.1: ez is on C(o) or C(i) of G (see Fig. 4). 
First, we suppose that e: is on C(o) of G. C = (el , . . . , e,, e:} is a SE-cut of type 
I realized by an elementary cut segment. Let the two components of G - C be G* and - 
G*, where G* is entirely contained in G’. Put G* = (S*uN(S*)). If IS*1 > lN(S*)l, 
then D(C) = D(G*) = IN(S*)l - JS*l < 0. C is thus a SE-cut of type I having 
the required property. If IS*] < JN(S*)I, let S** = SuN(S*). Then 
N(S**) = N(S)uS*u{b,). Let G** = (S**uN(S**)). D(G**) = IN(S**)l - 
IS**1 = IN(S)1 - ISI - (IN(S*)l - IS*l) -t 1 < CI. By the minimality of a, we have 
D(G**) = ~1. Hence G** E A,. But IV(G**)( > IV(G’)(, contradicting the maximality of 
/I. Consequently, IS* I = IN(S*)(. If all the edges biwi, i = 2,. , . , t, are on C(O) of G, let 
s*** = SwN(S*)u(w, , . . . , w,). Then N(S***) = N(S)uS*u{bl, . . . ,b,j. Let 
G*** = (S***uN(S***)). Evidently, G*** = G _ G*** is connected, and 
D(G***) = D(G’) = CI. Hence G *** E A,. But (V(G***)l > IV(G’)l = p, again a contra- 
diction, which implies that some of the edges b2w2, . . . , btwt are not on C(o). Thus there 
exist d, 2 0 and i,, f= 1, . . . . p satisfying 1 < iI, il + dl + 1 < il, . . . . ipml + 
d,_ 1 + 1 < i,, i, + d, < t such that hexagons Hi,, Hi,+ 1,. . . , Hi, + d, E G (see Fig. 4) for 
j-=1,,.., p; and H,+$G for j#i,,i,+l,..., i,+d,, f=l,..., p. Let C,= 
{e&-,,e:,, . . ..e!.++> (f= 1, . . . . p) (see Fig. 4). Note that at most one pair {C,, , C,,} 
(1 <fi <fi < p) of them is a standard combination of type II, and all others are 
SE-cuts of type I (cf. Fig. 5). Let the component of G - C, or G -C,, - C,, 
contained in ?? be GT or GT, I2. Put G; = (S,uN(SJ)), and G;-*,,-, = 
flllUN(Sfl/A). 
?f,J21 < IN(S,,,,)l, 
If IS_fl < IN( for alI f#_f~,fi, ’ and 
let s” = Sulv(S’)u(“,N(S,))vN(S~~~~)u~~~~~~~~.. , w,]. 
Then N(Y) = N(S)u S*u{U,-SJ)uSflflu{bl, . . . ,b,}. Let G” = (S”uN(S”)). It is 
not difficult to check that G” E A,, and I V(G”)I > I V(G’)I = j3, again a contradiction. 
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This contradiction indicates that there is one set Sk (1 < k d p) such that 
l&l > IN(S,)l, or there is a standard combination {C,, C,), 1 d r < s d p, such that 
IS,,1 > iV(S,,)(. Consequently, a SE-cut of type I or a standard combination of type II 
satisfying condition (2) in the theorem is found (cf. Fig. 5). 
Now we turn to the case when e: is on C(i) of G (cf. Figs. 4 and 6). By 
an analogous reasoning as above we can find a SE-cut C of type I satisfying D(C) 
< 0, or a standard combination {C,, C,} or type II satisfying D(Ci, C,) < 0, where 
C1 = {e,, . . . ,em, et}. 
Subcase 1.1.1.2: e: is in the interior of G (see Figs. 4 and 7). 
The arguments are quite similar to those of the above case; we omit the details. 
Subcase 1.1.2: e m+f + i = ez (see Figs. 4 and 8). 
As mentioned above, both G’ and c belong to A. Considering the edge b:wr, 
we may assume w.1.o.g. that b:w:E G’. Let G” = G’ - {by, . . . , b:, w:, . . . , w,*_ 1}. 
If G” is connected, then G” EA. But D(G”) = D(G) - 1 = c( - 1 < CX, contradicting 
the selection of ~1. Hence G” has > 2 components (see Fig. 8) Gy, i = 1,2, . . . ,d, 
where the first component G’i is connected to the edge e,. Let G:’ = (SiUN(Si)). 
Then we have S = Siu ... uSdu{w:, . . . , w,*_ 1} and N(S) = N(S,)uN(S,) 
u ... uN(S,)u{b:, . . . , b:}. If for 1 < i < d - 1 \Sil Q IN(S then we have 
D(C&l) = IN( - IS,] = D(G) - 1 + CqZ:(lSil - IN(S 6 D(G) - 1 < CI, again con- 
tradicting the selection of a. (Note that G&’ E A.) Therefore, there is a 4, 1 < q < d - 1 
such that JS,I > IN(S Consequently, we can find as before a SE-cut of type I or 
a standard combination of type II having the required property. 
Subcase 1.2: e, and e, are on C(i) of G. We note that in this case C(o) of G is entirely 
contained in G’ or c. The arguments are quite similar to those of Subcase 1.1, we omit 
the details. But if we bear in mind that C(o) of G is entirely contained in G’ or ??, the 
discussion may be simpler than those in Subcase 1.1. In particular, consider the 
subcase when e,,,, i = e: (cf. Fig. 4). If the edge blwl belongs to G’, we can deduce 
that ?? - {b,, wl} is disconnected as in Subcase 1.1.1. In Subcase 1.1 we cannot 
decide whether or not C(i) is contained in G’, thus we need to consider whether ez is on 
C(o) or C(i) (cf. Subcase 1.1.1.1). But in Subcase 1.2 after knowing that ?? - {b,, w1 } is 
disconnected, we can come to the further conclusion that C(o) must be entirely 
contained in G’ (otherwise, although bl is on C(i), deleting from ??’ vertex bl will not 
disconnect F since C(o) is entirely contained in 2). Therefore, we need not consider 
the case when ez is on C(o) (cf. Subcase 1.1.1.1). 
Now we consider Case 2. 
WewanttoshowthatCi = {ei,...,e,_i}andC, = {e,,...,e,}arebothSE-cutsof 
type 11, while {C,, C,} is a standard combination of type II. If Ci is not a SE-cut of 
type II, then there are two integers m and t satisfying m + t < Y - 1 such that el, . . . , e, 
are parallel, while e,+ 1 is not parallel to these edges; furthermore e, + i, . . . , e, + t are 
parallel, while e, + f+ 1 is not parallel to them (cf. Fig. 4). Note that G - Ci is connected 
since Ci is of type II. It is evident that G - C, - {b,, w1 > also is connected, and 
the same is true for G - C1 - {by, WY}. Hence, in a similar way as in Case 1 we 
will find a contradiction. Therefore, C1 is a SE-cut of type II. By the same 
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Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
reasoning the same is true for C2. Finally, by the definition of (G’, G), {C,, C,] must 
be a standard combination of type II. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.6. 0 
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Fig. 7. 
3. Essentially disconnected CSs 
Now we turn our attention to ED CSs. First we introduce some more terminology. 
Let G be a polyhex graph, M be a perfect matching of G. An edge e of G is said to be 
an M-double bond if e E M, otherwise  is said to be an M-single bond. Let E(G) be the 
edge set of G. A cycle Y of G is said to be an M-alternating cycle if the edges of Y are 
alternately in M and E(G) - M. Let N1 and N2 be two subsets of E(G). The 
symmetric difference, denoted by N1 0 N2, is the subset of E(G) consisting of those 
edges that belong to exactly one of N1 and NZ, i.e. N1 @ N2 = (N1uN2) - (NlnN2). 
For two different perfect matchings Ml and M2 of G, it is not difficult to see that the 
induced subgraph (M, @ M,) consists of some disjoint M1(M2)-alternating cycles. 
Lemma 3.1. An edge e of G is not a jixed bond if and only if e belongs to an 
M-alternating cycle for every perfect matching M of G. 
Proof. Let Y be an M-alternating cycle of G, where M is a perfect matching of G. 
Assume that e E Y. Let M’ = M @ E(Y), where E(Y) is the set of edges on Y. 
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Fig. 8. 
Evidently, M’ # M. If e is an M-double bond, then e is an M’-single bond; and vice 
versa. Therefore, e is not a fixed bond. 
Conversely, suppose that e is not a fixed, bond. Let M be a perfect matching of G. 
W.l.o.g., we assume  E M. Since e is not fixed, there is a perfect matching M’ St M such 
that e is an M’-single bond. Then e E (M 0 M’), and belongs to an M(M)-alternating 
cycle. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Every ED CS has some edges that are not jixed bonds. 
Proof. Let G be an ED CS. Suppose that G has h hexagons, p vertices. q edges with 
t edges on the perimeters. Since every hexagon has six edges, and every edge not on the 
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perimeters belongs to two hexagons, we have 6h = t + 2(q - t) which together with 
Euler’s formula p - q + h = 0 yields 
I’ - 2h - (t/2) = 0. (1) 
Suppose that M is a perfect matching of G with r edges on the perimeters. Then 
M has (p/2) - r edges not on the perimeters of G. If I = t/2, then the perimeters of 
G consist of two M-alternating cycles. By Lemma 3.1 all the edges on the perimeters of 
G are not fixed bonds. Now we assume that r < t/2. We want to show that there is 
a hexagon of G which is an M-alternating cycle. If not, each hexagon has at most two 
edges in the perfect matching M. Hence 2h 3 Y + 2((p/2) - r) = p - r > p - (t/2) i.e. 
p - 2h - (t/2) < 0, contradicting Eq. (1) mentioned above. Therefore, there is a hexa- 
gon being an M-alternating cycle, and its six edges are not fixed bonds. 0 
Lemma 3.3 (Zhang and Zheng [ 161). An ED polyhex graph has somefixed single bonds 
on its perimeter(s). 
Lemma 3.4 (Zhang and Zheng [16]). Let G be a polyhex graph, H be a hexagon of G. 
Edges e’, e, and e” are three consecutive edges of H. Edges e2, . . . , e, belong to G and 
satisfy: 
(1) they are parallel to et, 
(2) e2 E H, 
(3) each pair of edges ei and ei+ 1 belongs to the same hexagon of G for 
i=2,...,n- 1, 
(4) e, is on the perimeter of G. 
If e, is ajxed single bond there is a perfect matching M of G such that e’ and err belong to 
M, then all the edges e2, . . . , e, are fixed single bonds. 
Theorem 3.5 (Zhang and Zheng [ 163). A polyhex graph G has no jixed bonds if and 
only if each of the perimeters of G is an M-alternating cycle for some perfect matching 
MofG. 
We are now in the position to give our criterion which enables us to decide whether 
or not a CS has fixed bonds and to find some fixed single bonds (if any). 
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a CS. Then G is ED if and only if 
(1) k(G)1 = IWG)l; 
(2) D(C) > 0 for every SE-cut of type I, and D(C1, C,) > 0 for every standard 
combination {C,, C,} of type II; 
(3) there is a SE-cut of type I satisfying D(C) = 0, or a standard combination 
{ C1, C,} satisfying D(C1, C,) = 0. 
Proof. Suficiency: Conditions (1) and (2) guarantee that G has a perfect matching 
(Theorem 2.6). We now want to show that G has some fixed single bonds. Suppose 
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that G has a SE-cut C of type I such that D(C) = 0. Let the two components of G - C 
be G1 and Gz. For any perfect matching A4 of G, since the end vertices of the edges in 
C have the same colour when they are in the same component G1 or GZ, the number of 
M-double bonds in C is equal to D(Gr) = D(G,) = D(C) = 0, namely, all the edges in 
C are M-single bonds. By the arbitrariness of M, all the edges in C are fixed single 
bonds. The same is true for the edges in a standard combination (C, , C,} satisfying 
D(Ci, C,) = 0. 
Necessity: By the definition of an ED CS, G has a perfect matching, and hence 
conditions (1) and (2) hold (Theorem 2.6). We want to show that G has a SE-cut C of 
type I or a standard combination { Cr , C,} of type II consisting of fixed single bonds 
of G, and hence D(C) = 0, D(Cr, C,) = 0. 
By Lemma 3.3 G has at least one fixed single bond, say e, on C(o) or C(i) of G (see 
Fig. 9). By Lemma 3.2, G also has some non-fixed bonds. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: e’ is not a fixed double bond or e’ does not belong to G (see Fig. 9). Then 
there is a perfect matching A4 of G such that e* is an M-double bond. If e** is an 
M-double bond too, then by Lemma 3.4 all the edges e, , . . . , e, are fixed single bonds, 
where e, is on C(o) or C(i) of G. Thus C = {e, e,, . . . , e, } is a SE-cut consisting of fixed 
single bonds of G. If e ** is an M-single bond, then ez is an M-double bond. We 
consider the following two subcases. 
Subcase 1.1: ei is a fixed double bond of G. If all the edges e;‘, . . . , ey are fixed double 
bonds of G, then C = {e, el, . . . ,e,} is a SE-cut consisting of fixed single bonds of G. 
Now suppose that e;l, . . . , ei’ (t < n) are fixed double bonds of G, but e;‘+ r is not a fixed 
double bond. Then there is a perfect matching M’ of G such that e^ is an M’-double 
bond. e;l is certainly an M-double bond since it is a fixed double bond of G. Note that 
e’ is a fixed single bond of G. By Lemma 3.4 all the edges di, . . . , t?,,, are fixed single 
bondsofG.HenceC’={e,ei ,..., e,,Z,cr, . . . , Z,,,} is a SE-cut consisting of fixed single 
bonds of G. 
Fig. 9. 
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Subcase 1.2: eb: is not a fixed double bond. Then there exists a perfect matching 
M* # M such that e** is an M*-double bond. It is not difficult to see that the edges of 
M 0 M* constitute several M-alternating cycles which are also M*-alternating cycles. 
e: and e** belong to one of them, say P*. We claim that e* cannot be on P*. 
Otherwise, an odd length cycle P** consisting of a segment of P* and the edge e is 
found, contradicting that G is bipartite and has no cycle with odd length. Now let 
M = M @ E(P*). Both e* and e** are M-double bonds. Hence C = {e, ei , . . . , e,} is 
a SE-cut consisting of fixed single bonds of G as mentioned at the beginning of Case 1. 
Case 2: e’ is a fixed double bond of G. This case can be dealt with in a similar way as 
in Subcase 1.1. We omit the details. 
We have shown that each fixed single bond of G on C(o) or C(i) determines aSE-cut 
consisting of fixed single bonds of G. If one of these determined SE-cuts, say C, is of 
type I, then both of the two components Gi and G2 of G - C have perfect matchings. 
Thus IB(Gi)( = IW(Gi)l, for i = 1,2. Therefore, D(C) = D(G,) = D(G,) = 0, and C is 
a SE-cut having the required property, and the theorem is proved. Now suppose that 
all the SE-cuts determined by fixed single bonds on C(o) or C(i) are of type II. 
If G has only one fixed single bond e on C(o), which determines a SE-cut C of type 
II, delete all the fixed single bonds in C and other fixed single bonds of G (if any), delete 
all fixed double bonds of G (if any) together with their end vertices. The resultant 
graph must be some disjoint HSs without fixed bonds. All the edges of C(o) - e must 
belong to one of these HSs since C(o) - e has no fixed bonds of G. Let the HS to which 
C(o) - e belongs be G*. Evidently, all the edge of C(o) - e are on the perimeter of G* 
and are contained in an M*-alternating cycle for some perfect matching M* of G* 
(Lemma 3.5). There is no doubt that M* can be extended to form a perfect matching 
M of G. Hence we can say that all the edges of C(o) - e are contained in an 
M-alternating cycle for some perfect matching M of G. Since e is a chord of this 
M-alternating cycle i.e. e has two end vertices on the M-alternating cycle, e is also on 
an M-alternating cycle, contradicting that e is a fixed single bond of G (Lemma 3.1). 
This contradiction indicates that G has more than one fixed single bond on C(o). 
Among the SE-cuts which are determined by the fixed single bonds on C(o) and 
consist of fixed single bonds of G, if there are two, say C 1 and Cz, forming a standard 
combination, then both Gi and Gz of G - (C,, C,) have perfect matchings. Hence we 
have IB(Gi( = lB’(Gi)( for i = 1,2. Therefore, D(Ci, C,) = D(Gi) = D(G,) = 0. We 
now assume that any two SE-cuts of type II determined by fixed single bonds on C(o) 
do not form a standard combination, We label the edges on C(o) clockwise as 
el,e2,..., e4, where e is a fixed single bond of G. If two adjacent edges ei and ei+ , are 
both fixed bonds (1 < i < q, i + 1 is taken modulo q), then one is a fixed single bond 
and the other must be a fixed double bond. Since if both are fixed single bonds, the two 
SE-cuts determined by ei and ei+ 1, respectively, will form a standard combination, 
a contradiction. Let e 1, . . . ,ef be alternately fixed single bonds and fixed double 
bonds of G. Since ef must be a fixed single bond of G, f= 1 (mod q) or f < q. If 
f z 1 (mod q), C(o) is an M-alternating cycle for every perfect matching M of G, 
contradicting that ei is a fixed single bond (Lemma 3.1). Hence f < q. Now let 
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ef+l,...,ef+t (f + t ,< q) be non-fixed bonds of G, and e/ +t + 1 be a fixed single bond of 
G (f + t + 1 = 1 (mod q) or f + t + 1 < q). By an analogous reasoning as above, 
ef+l, . . . ,ef +t are on the perimeter of a HS H which is subgraph of G - {C,, C,,,, 1 > 
and has no fixed bonds, where C, and C,,,, 1 are SE-cuts of type II determined by 
ef and ef+r+l, respectively. By Lemma 3.5 the perimeter of H is an M-alternating 
cycle for some perfect matching M’ of H. Since His a subgraph of G by deleting fixed 
bonds, M’ can be extended to form a perfect matching M of G. Because {C,, C, +r + 1 > 
is not a standard combination by our assumption, t must be an odd positive integer. 
W.l.o.g., we may assume that ef+r, . . . . ef+t are alternately M-double bonds and 
M-single bonds with the first and the last (i.e. eS+r and eS+t) being M-double bonds. 
Now e l,...,ef, ef+l,...,ef+f, ef+t+l are alternately M-single bonds and M-double 
bonds for some perfect matching M of G. Iff + t = q, then C(o) of G is already an 
M-alternating cycle. Iff + t < q, we can repeat the above discussion and finally come 
to the conclusion that C(o) of G is an M-alternating cycle for some perfect matching 
M of G. Then the fixed single bond el is contained in an M-alternating cycle of G, 
a contradiction. This contradiction implies that G must have a standard combination 
{Cl, C,}, where C1 and C2 are two SE-cuts of type II consisting of fixed single bonds 
of G, and are determined by two fixed single bonds on C(o). As reasoning above, 
(Cl, C,} satisfies D(C1, C,) = 0. 
The proof is thus completed. 0 
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